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INNOVATION RIGHT NOW PUBLICATION + WEBPAGE
Layout design for a special feature on innovation, designed to mimic blueprints. Redesigned as a vertical webpage on the same articles.

A4 Sized Magazine, 2015
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HERMAN MILLER MIRRA CHAIR ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
Advertisments for Herman Miller’s Mirra Chair, including a full page advertisment and four ads for web.

9 x 11 inches and 160 x 600 pixels each, 2015
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KNOWLEDGE CREDIT CARD PROPOSAL PRESENTATION
Slides from a coorporate presentation to propose a new student credit card. All creative work handled, including the design of the slides, product branding, marketing materials, 
webpage advertisements and copy writing. 

CLIENT: Barclay Bank, 2015
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SPACETHETIC CONFERENCE
Series of advertising materials for a conference focused around the typography in Science Fiction films, including a poster, t-shirt, and animation. 

Poster: 2x3 feet, Other sizes vary, 2015
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NFL EXTRA POINTS MARKETING MATERIALS
Marketing materials for the NFL to be distributed to football fans, displayed on jumbotrons during games, and emailed to customers of the program.

CLIENT: National Football Leage and Barclay Bank
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FARMERS MARKET POSTER SERIES
Three posters advertising for the Downtown Wilmington Farmers Market for the summer, 2015. 

11x17 inches each, 2015
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ERIBELLA TYPEFACE DESIGN + TYPE SPECIMEN
Hairline typeface designed from scratch in robofont.

2015
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“DOESN’T TRANSLATE” SERIES
Typographic posters that illustrate a phrase in another language that doesn’t translate to English. From top left clockwise: Overflowing Joy, the Reflection of Moonlight on 
Water and Son of a B***h! (Translated literally as “Child of my Tofu!”)

12x12 inches, 2015
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PORT-A-POOP TIN CAN PACKAGING DESIGN
Label design for a fictional product that would be able to sell an empty tin can.  

4x10 inches, 2014
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KAMA SUTRA BOOK COVER
Book cover design made from cut paper and vectorized in Adobe Illustrator. 
10x16 inches, 2014
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“WILDCAT” MUSIC VIDEO
Stills from a motion graphics music video made in Adobe After-Effects.

Running Time: 1min 15sec ,2015
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I SING THE BODY ELECTRIC
Lettering poster made out of peaches and flowers, from top to bottom showing rot and decay over time, in reflection of the quote.

4ft x 6ft, 2015



ERIN ROTHBACK ABOUT CONTACT!
Erin is a graphic designer based in Baltimore. 
She graduated Delaware College of Art 
and Design as the validictorian of the
Graphic Design AFA program, and is a 
current BFA candidate at the Maryland
Institute of Art and Design. She works in 
fields such as advertising, marketing, 
publication, branding, type design, 
and motion graphics. 

erinrothback@gmail.com

240.925.0354

instagram.com/erinrothback
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